Torque Versus Horsepower
On nearly a daily basis we have people come into the shop asking about building a high
horsepower engine for their vehicle. Don’t misunderstand us here, horsepower is not
the only answer in the performance market. Having 500 horsepower at 6,000 rpm is of
no real use if the tach never goes above 4,500 and most driving is done in the 2,000 to
2,500 rpm range. For that reason one of the most important questions that we can get
answered is, ‘How is the vehicle going to be used’. Another equally important question
is the type of vehicle we are talking about. A 4,500 lb. pick up used to pull a trailer is
in far greater need of low and mid-range torque than it is big horsepower numbers.
By the same token a street rod is better served by low-end and mid range torque than
horsepower. On the other end of the spectrum, a ‘race car’ is usually better served
by horsepower available in the upper rpm range. It all comes down to building the
engine for the intended use. A throughbred horse doesn’t do well pulling a wagon and a
clydsdale isn’t going to win many races.
Horsepower = (RPM x torque)/5.252
Torque is the measure of rotational force and is used to calculate horsepower. Imagine
a lever attached to the center of the wheel on the drive axle of your vehicle. Torque is
the force applied to the end of that lever thus turning the wheel and moving your vehicle
forward. More force means more torque and faster rotation and acceleration. Torque is
what pushes you back in your seat, puts a smile on your face when taking off from a
stop sign or light and leaves your competition wondering how you got that huge hole
shot on them.
Horsepower is the measure of the ability to do work. Move 330 pounds one foot in one
minute and you have one horsepower. Horsepower is usually only useful at upper end
of the rpm range. Horsepower is what propels a car through the timing lights at the end
of the strip. Most engines in a racing application from high-speed ovals to road courses
rely more heavily on horsepower and high rpm than torque.
As stated in the opening, horsepower is not ‘the answer’ but it can be an answer. Usually
the best answer is some sort of compromise. We go “The Extra Mile” and take the time
to help you decide what is going to be most useful and beneficial in your particular
application so you get the most smiles possible out of your engine.
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